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To Purify a Language: The Turkish Case 
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Аbstract  Since the language reforms from the Tanzimat period, many 
initiatives were taken to decrease the gap between the Turkish people and 
their language. In addition the problem became more complex after the 
adoption of many loanwords, especially from French. Discussions 
regarding one of these changes, the purity of the language, created a 
group which was and still is against the use of foreign words in Turkish 
and another which supports this process. This article discusses the views 
of these two groups.  
 

Loanwords can be explored as a general subject, but the focus here will 
only be on loanwords in Turkish. The main reason for this is the fact that 
languages are not the same and have their own systems. So, research 
concerning this subject requires a different approach.  
 

Another important point is to know the relation between the language 
which borrows and the language which it borrowed or perhaps still 
borrows words from. The great majority of loanwords in Turkish comes 
from another language family. Hence the linguistic distance between 
French and Turkish is greater than the distance for example between 
French and German. The gaps between the systems of these languages 
are also more different. 
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Özet ‘Bir Dili Özleştirmek: Türkçenin Durumu’:  Tanzimat’a dek 
uzanan Türk dil devriminde, Türk ulusu ile dilinin arasında bulunan 
kopukluğu gidermek için birçok girişimde bulunuldu. Özellikle 
Fransızcadan gelen birçok ödünç sözlüklerin yanında sorun daha da 
karmaşık duruma geldi. Bu gelişmelerden biri olan Türkçenin 
özleştirilmesi ile ilgili tartışmalar, bir yandan yabancı kökenli sözcüklerin 
kullanılmasına karşı olanlar, diğer yandan da yabancı sözcüklerin 
kullanımını destekleyenleri oluşturdu. Bu yazıda bu iki öbeğin görüşleri 
ele alınacak. 
 

Ödünç sözcükler genel konu olarak ele alınabilir ancak burada işlenecek 
olan Türkçede bulunan ödünç sözcükler. Bunun en önemli nedeniyse 
dillerin hepsinin kendi düzenlerinin olması. Dolayısıyla, bu konuda da 
başka biçimde ele alınmalı. 
 

Bilinmesi gereken bir başka önemle konu ise, ödünç sözcükleri alan ve 
ödünç sözüklerin alınmış olduğu ya da hala alındığı dille ilgili ilişkisi. 
Türkçede bulunan ödünç sözcüklerin büyük bir bölümü başka dil 
ocağından gelmekte. Bundan ötürü, Fransızca ile Türkçe arasında olan 
dil bilimsel ıraklık, örneğin Fransızca ile Almanca arasından olan 
ıraklıktan çok daha büyük. Bu dillerin (Türkçe ve diğerleri) arasında olan 
düzen gediği de daha ayrımlı. 
 
Açkı  sözcükler : ödünç sözcükler, Türk dili, özleştirme, dil devrimi, 
ünlü uyumu, zenginleştirme. 
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Introduction 
 

When coming into contact with new concepts or ideas, words from 
other languages may be adopted. Words for new foods, habits and 
inventions can enter a language. Sometimes a loanword is adopted or a 
new word generated from the original language (Tekin 1983: 526). 
 

Another reason for adopting foreign words is emulation. This occurs 
especially in modern times. The influence of media and people’s 
attitude facilitate using words from other languages. I argue that a 
contemporary example of this is English, which is very popular in 
many countries. 
 

Ever since the foundation of the Republic, reforms on linguistic 
questions played an important role in Turkey’s nation-building. 
Discussions on language reform naturally took place among linguists 
and even Atatürk himself joined in and took part in language reform 
(Lewis 1999: 45-50) of which purification was a component. This 
struggle between proponents of loanwords and purists continues today 
in Turkey.  
 
The focus will be on the use of words of Turkish origin and loanwords 
in the Turkish language as used in contemporary Turkey and not in 
other Turkish speaking countries. This must be mentioned because the 
Turkish language is spoken widely outside of modern Turkey. 
 

Turks have borrowed words from other languages since ancient times 
when they came into contact with civilizations such as the Chinese, 
Mongolians, Sogdians and Indians (Sanskrit) (Gözütok 2008: 18).  
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Large-scale borrowing started after Islamization. Many Arabic 
loanwords, mainly through Persian, entered into Turkish this way. 
After the 15th century (Gözütok 2008: 19) the entrance of Arabic and 
Persian loanwords increased rapidly as Arabic was the language of the 
Quran and Persian the language of literature (Birgören 2013: 301). 
 

Loanwords from French largely entered Turkish during the Tanzimat 
period (1839-1876). France was the nation with which the Ottomans 
had the most contact (Savaş 2010: 54). French loanwords influenced 
the Turkish language especially in the fields of language and literature 
(Yağlı 2012: 234-249). 
 
Towards the end of the 19th century, a new approach to the Turkish 
language was developed in the Ottoman Empire. During the Tanzimat 
period many reforms were undertaken in the fields of economy, law, 
military and education. This period also marks the start of attempts 
about reforming the spoken and written language (Erciyas 2010: 1187).  
 

One idea was to replace the Arabic alphabet (Özgür 2011: 225-229), 
which was adopted as part of the Islamization of the Turks (c. 10th 
century), with the Latin. Simultaneously the idea of purging the 
Turkish language of loanwords, which also had been periodically 
suggested before the Tanzimat, but had actually started after this 
period, was put forward (Kahya 2008: 312).  
 

Reform of the Turkish language was needed because the written 
language of the Ottoman Empire was increasingly different from that 
spoken by ordinary Turks. Ottoman intellectuals were also concerned 
with this and sought to change the language. Their intention was to  
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form a new written language, one much closer to spoken Turkish 
(Erciyas 2010: 1187). 
 

Bringing the written and spoken languages together also produced 
changes in vocabulary. The journal Genç Kalemler took the initiative to 
reform the language (Akalın 2011: 3). These changes, which were about 
the purifying of the Turkish language, effected both words and their 
suffixes. This initiative was embraced by some prominent writers, 
while other objected (Savaş 2010: 55-56). 
 
In order to create a society compatible with the Western powers, Turks 
had to reform many fields. Changes in language were part of a much 
greater social change for Turks. In addition to the fact that the Latin 
alphabet was much more practical and appropriate for the Turkish 
language, it was also a sign of turning towards the West and all of its 
leading developments.  
 

During the reforms, the Turkish language received special attention. It 
represented the Turkish people and had to be modernized, which must 
be understood as Turkifiying the language. Like the Turkish people, the 
Turkish language had to eliminate all foreign influences in order to 
recover its own value and importance.  
 

One of the reforms of the new movement regarding language was the 
replacement of loanwords. The changes in Turkish have since created 
two groups regarding language purism, which can broadly be described 
as the proponents of using loanwords in Turkish and those who oppose 
this, the purists. To comprehend both groups, here their opinions and 
motives will be reviewed.  
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Discussion 
 
Turkified 
 

The discussion starts with the objections of the proponents about 
replacing loanwords with original Turkish words. They state that most 
loanwords have already attained a place in Turkish and should be seen 
as Turkified. The proponents argue why to replace these words with 
the original Turkish words if these are already are Turkified. 
 

To understand the purists’ position it is necessary to understand 
something about the Turkish language and its system. A small part of 
Turkey—where the great majority speaks Oğuz Turkish, which is also 
known as West Turkish; and also is spoken in Azerbaijan, northern 
Iran, northern Syria and Iraq, North Cyprus, in the Balkans, and in the 
Crimea (Ercilasun 2004: 433)—borders and forms a part of Europe. 
However, the linguistic distance between Turkish and the majority of 
European languages is great.  
 

The same can be said about the linguistic distance between the Turkic 
languages and Arabic and Iranian languages, even though Iran as well 
as Iraq and Syria (both Arabic speaking) border Turkey as well. Farsi or 
Persian is an Indo-European language, like most European languages. 
The Arabic languages belong to the Semitic language family.  
 
Turkic languages belong to the Ural-Altaic language family (Golden 
1988: 16). They are spoken throughout great parts of the Eurasian 
continent and the Middle East (Johanson 2001: 4). That the Turkish 
peoples are so widely spread has to do with their nomadic past.  
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Another important reason was their use of horses which provided the 
opportunity to cover great distances, that helped spread the language.  
 
The language families from which Turkish has drawn most of its 
loanwords, Arabic, Persian and French, not only have different 
vocabularies, but also different and varying language systems. We must 
first examine the Turkish language (part of the Turkic language group) 
and its principal differences from the Semitic (Arabic) and Indo-
European (Persian and French) languages. 
 
Turkish words have a stem which is almost always easily identifiable. 
The stem does not change with inflection. Suffixes added to the stem 
create a new meaning for the word. Here are several examples which 
are made up of nouns as well as verbs: 
 
Nouns: 
göz  (eye) 
gözetim (surveillance) 
gözetlemek (peek) 
gözlük (glasses) 
gözlükçü (optician) 
gözlükçüler (opticians) 
gözükmek (appear) 
etc. 
 
Verbs: 
beklemek (to wait)  
beklenilmek (be waited for) 
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beklenmek (be supposed to / to be expected) 
beklenti (expectation) 
bekletmek (to keep waiting) 
bekleyiş (waiting) 
etc. 
 
In these typical examples the stem does not change. The system of 
stem and suffix is the same for nouns as well as for verbs. This means 
that loanwords cannot have a stem in the Turkish language, because 
they left their roots in the language whence they came and the words 
cannot have new roots in the language to which they moved (Özakıncı 
2008: 106).  
 

Knowing the meaning of the stem is very important and in learning the 
Turkish language one must understand how the formulas are applied. 
Because the loanwords do not harmonize the Turkish language system, 
they have to be learned, instead of understood by extrapolation. This 
does not mean that there is no need for new words. On the contrary, 
the Turkish language is fortunate to have a system which makes it 
possible to create dozens of new words with extant stems. 
 

The fact that many loanwords already have been replaced by Turkish 
words must not be forgotten. This shows that loanwords can indeed 
fall out of use to make place for new or existing Turkish words. Old 
loanwords like muallim (teacher), mecmua (magazine), tayyare 
(plane), garp (west) have fallen almost completely out of use and have 
made place for newly created Turkish words; these loanwords are no 
longer in use and almost forgotten. Currently the Turkish variant of 
these words are used. 
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Absorbed 
 

In accordance with this, proponents of using loanwords claim that 
many words are already been absorbed into Turkish. They maintain 
that these words are used by speakers of Turkish and should be seen as 
Turkish words. They consider that in time loanwords can be seen as 
native vocabulary. 
 

Is it a fact that not all words used in Turkish are originally Turkish. 
Some loanwords made their way into Turkish a very long ago, and it is 
not easy, although not impossible, to replace them with original 
Turkish words. Some examples of these include the words selam 
(originally Hebrew, but came to Turkish via Arabic) and zaman 
(Arabic). Nowadays many suffixes are placed after these two words, 
even if doing so violates vowel harmony (see below) and lacks the 
flexibility of originally Turkish words: 
 
selam (greeting) 
selamlama 1 (salute)  
selamlamak (to greet) 
selamlanma (to be saluted) 
selamlanmak (to be saluted) 
selamlaşmak (to greet each other) 
selamlık  (distinction of men and women in a house) 
selamsız  (without greeting) 
 
zaman (time, date) 
zamandaş  2 (contemporaneous) 
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zamanında (on time) 
zamanla  (with time) 
zamanlama (timing) 
zamanlamak (to schedule) 
zamanlı  (timely) 
zamansız  (untimely) 
 
These words have acquired an important place in the Turkish 
language. It also seems that they really are productive 3, because they 
are constructed in the same way as original Turkish words. 
Nevertheless, they are not as productive as originally Turkish words. 
Some of the words like selam and zaman, which acquired Turkish 
suffixes, are formed with other original Turkish words. Turks use other 
words for these situations. The reason for this is that some Turkish 
speakers utilize some cases differently.  
 

For example, instead of the word selametlemek 4 Turks use the stem 
uğur (luck) and say uğurlamak (see off; literally ‘to wish someone, who 
is going, good luck and say goodbye’). The result is that verbs or nouns 
which are conjugated according to the standard rules of Turkish have a 
much longer history and are more productive (there can be created 
more words with the stem and words can have a broader meaning) 
then loanwords. Because speakers of Turkish generally do not know 
the exact meaning of loanwords, their emotional content will never be 
that of the words whose meaning is known.   
 
Another very important aspect of Turkish is the rule of vowel harmony.  
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The Turkish language has eight vowels and these are split into two 
groups: front and back vowels. A single word cannot consist of vowels 
from different vowel groups. Suffixes are therefore constructed 
according to the rule of vowel harmony. 
 

This is not a feature of Indo-European and Semitic languages. By 
replacing original words or the created words with loanwords the 
system of vowel harmony, so typical and characteristic for Turkish, is 
damaged.  
 

This last example also shows another way of how Turkish works. 
Turkish has very specific rules for using suffixes. Suffixes create new 
words and that is why they are very important. An example can be 
given with the suffix –Cİ which is used to create names of professions: 
 
ayyakabı (shoe)  —> ayyakkabıc ı  (shoe seller/shoemaker) 
balık (fish)  —> balıkç ı  (fisher/fisherman) 
deniz (sea)  —> denizc i  (sailor) 
 
Loanwords in general do not adapt to the Turkish language system and 
are treated as grammatical exceptions. More exceptions create more 
damage to the system. For example, many loanwords do not acquire 
the suffix –Cİ and because of this they cannot conform to the rules of 
this suffix.  
 

This creates many difficulties and confusions for the language itself as 
well as for foreign students learning Turkish. Those who have learned 
about the suffix –Cİ 5 and see loanwords like manav (greengrocer),  
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berber (hairdresser), doktor (doctor), memur (officer), marangoz 
(carpenter) or kasap (butcher) become confused and understandably 
have difficulties learning these exceptions. Not surprisingly, Turks 
themselves sometimes incorrectly use the suffix –Cİ with loanwords 
like manavcı, which is grammatically incorrect. 
 
There is also a suffix from the Persian language with the same 
meaning. This is the suffix –Dar and is used in some words like 
tarafta r  (supporter), emekta r  (veteran). The function of this suffix is 
the same as –Cİ but is only used with some words.  
 

The same example can be given with the suffix –kİ which also comes 
from Persian. This suffix does not conform to the rules of Turkish 
grammar because one of the basic things in the vowel harmony rule of 
Turkish is that the capital E in suffixes has always two forms. According 
to the last vowel of the word, to which it is related to, the E will become 
an a or an e. The capital İ has always four forms. According to the last 
vowel of the word, it will become an ı, i, u or an ü. But the suffix –kİ is 
an exception and has just one form, namely the i. It will also be ü when 
the word ends with the vowel ü, like bugün (today). The İ in this suffix 
will never be an ı or an u.  
 
Another example can be given with the ending –at, which is a suffix 
from the Arabic language. This is a suffix which does not adapt to the 
rule of vowel harmony at all. So, a word like gidiş (go), which ends with 
a front vowel, will be gidişa t . Just as the word hayvan (animal) which 
ends with an back vowel, it will become hayvana t .  
 

There are more examples like these in which one can see that the  
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exceptions, which are almost only with loanwords, create difficulties 
for the system of the Turkish language. 
 
Not all Turkish suffixes follow the rule of vowel harmony. In some case 
there are exceptions with Turkish suffixes. These are the suffixes –İyor, 
–(y)ken, –gil, –leyin, –(İ)mtrak (Türk Dil Kurumu 2012: 6) and –(y)Ebil. 
These suffixes do not conform completely to the rule of vowel 
harmony. Suffixes whom have their origin in other languages and do 
not conform or conform completely to the rule of vowel harmony are; 
–ane/âne (Banguoğlu 1995: 161), –dar, –kâr, –ki,  from Persian; –at, –en, 
–et, –i/î (Banguoğlu 1995: 161), –iyet from Arabic and –ist, –izm, –ör, –er 
from French. It should also be mentioned that these suffixes cannot 
applied to all words, but usually go with certain words. 
 
 

Communication 
 

Proponents of accepting loanwords into Turkish offer another reason 
to do so:  communication. In their view, the prime function of language 
is communication. If there is no problem with communication, then 
why the need to purify? Purification of the language itself causes 
problems, argue the proponents. As long as there is no problem in 
communication, the only problem is caused by them who are trying to 
purify the language. 
 

Purists of the Turkish language see this approach as a very naïve 
attitude towards the language. Language is not only about 
communication, but must be seen in a broader sense. Language is the 
way we express ourselves, convey our dreams, and converse with  
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someone who speaks the same language. It is the way we express our 
ideas and communicate our emotions. Changing words can also be 
understood as changing emotions. These emotions are the result of 
using these words for many centuries, like customs acquired very 
important meanings through the generations. It is not the use which is 
important; emotions make them important and valuable.  
 

The same can be said about words, which preserve the connection 
from the past with the present. Words have a history and thus their 
meanings are filled with emotions. If a word does not generate any 
emotion, then it no longer has a function; it is a dead word. These days, 
speakers of Turkish express themselves by using many new loanwords. 
These loanwords have mostly come through the media and are used 
because they are popular. Due to their recent history in the Turkish 
language they contain no emotional value. Some examples are the 
words like pasaj (passage), şov (show) and şok (shock).  
 
Another example in this context is the word reçine (resin) which is of 
Greek origin (Türk Dil Kurumu 1998: 1849). It has no connection with 
Turkish and therefore is a strange word for its speakers. One of the 
Turkish equivalents for this word is ağaç sakızı. The words ağaç (tree) 
and sakız (gum. The last –ı of sakızı is an accusative suffix) are familiar 
for the speakers of the Turkish language. Since there is a known 
connection, it is easier to learn, remember and use it.  
 

Again, another example is tahrip, which is of Arabic origin (Türk Dil 
Kurumu 1998: 2115). The Turkish synonym is yıkma (demolition). For 
speakers of Turkish the stem yık– is familiar and there are dozens of 
words which are constructed with this stem.  
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All of that which has been mentioned above creates problems for good 
communication. Otherwise there is communication with no 
underlying emotions. By giving preference to vocabulary from one’s 
own language there is no question of miscommunication. This will 
have the effect that one gives back the true value to the language and 
by this the continuity from the past to present will be maintained. 
 
 

Extent 
 

Another proponents’ criticism is the extent of purification. According 
to proponents, purists want to replace every single loanword. They 
believe that this kind of radical change is not only for linguistic 
purposes, but for another motive. What about proverbs and idioms? 
These are already well established in Turkish and cannot be changed. 
The same can be said about old songs and poems. 
 

Perhaps some linguists want to purify the Turkish language because of 
different reasons. But what matters is whether purists’ motives are in 
accordance with linguistics. Furthermore, no language can be purified 
totally and purists know this. Yet where possible, purists prefer existing 
Turkish words to loanwords. 
 
Purists, on the other hand, claim loanwords have no boundaries. Every 
day new loanwords enter the Turkish language. In Turkey it is very 
common to say bye or bye bye when leaving someone. For sure, no 
single Turkish speaker will claim that bye is a Turkish word. This and 
many other loanwords are used because they are modern. This word is 
a good example that demonstrates that proponents see no limits to  
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using loanwords. Should one accept all these new loanwords, Turkish 
would acquire a striking different appearance. 
 

Another example is the word ‘relax’, which nowadays in Turkey is used 
in hamams for the cool down. It is a strange way of use, because 
normally it would mean something like a cooling room where one can 
relax. The Turkish users of this word have no idea about the meaning 
of it. These kinds of words are unknown to most Turkish users, because 
they are from another language and another language family. But 
anyhow they take a single meaning of a word they have heard and start 
using it.  
 

Thus ‘pet shop’ is another good example. In Turkey only inhabitants of 
large cities know that a pet shop is a store where domestic animals or 
goods of these animals are sold, even they do not know the exact 
meaning of the word itself. There are many examples like these: 
including dizayn (design), hobi (hobby), laptop (laptop), milenyum 
(millennium). 
 
Some loanwords were so infrequently used that they only appear in 
poetry, proverbs and idioms. These are lost loanwords and these words 
have no other meaning for speakers of Turkish. Except in very rare 
cases, they are not used anymore. Obviously, there can be no change in 
proverbs, idioms and poems, otherwise its meaning and value would 
disappear. Some examples of these include:  
 

Zemheride 6 kar yağmadan kar yağması iyi.  
Gafil 7 avlamak.  
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This is an example of a poem: 
 

Şecaat arzederken merd-i kıpti sirkatin söyler. 8 
Gelen ümeraya 9 karşı gidiyor. 
 
This is an example of a song, entitled ‘Bin Cefalar Etsen Almam 
Üstüme’ 10 which is still often listened to: 
 

Kula gölge ise Allah’a ayan 11 
 
Or the song ‘Açma Zülüflerin Yellere Karşı’ which also is till listened to: 
 

Bülbül figan 12 eder güllere karşı 
 
And here is an example of loanwords used in idioms:  
 

Takdire şayan 13 (admirable) 
Rezil rüsva 14 olmak (to be ashamed) 
 
The meaning of most of these words are not known to the general user. 
These words are almost never otherwise used by Turkish speakers 
except in this context. Far more infrequently we find Turkish variants 
of Turkish idioms whose meaning is not generally known. The word 
idüğü can be given as an example:  
 

Ne id iğ i  (idüğü) belirsiz? (‘having an unknown descent’; in a negative 
way.) 
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On the one hand, there are many Arabic loanwords whose original 
meaning is no longer known. After the reform of the Turkish language 
and since the start of the Türk Dili Tetkik Cemiyeti (the former name 
of the Türk Dil Kurumu,‘The Turkish Language Society’), many of these 
Arabic loanwords were replaced by Turkish words.  
 

On the other hand, many French loanwords entered the language and 
now account for more than 10% of Turkish vocabulary (Kahya 2008: 
320). In other words, there has been a switch from one language to 
another as the primary borrowing source. Additionally, Turkish 
sometimes offers different words to describe one thing or object.  
 

For example, three words can be used for ‘face’: the Arabic loanword 
surat, the Persian loanword çehre and the Turkish word yüz. Another 
example is the French loanword detay (detail), infrequently used the 
Arabic loanword teferruat or the Turkish word ayrıntı. The last 
example is the French loanword provokasyon (provocation) which is 
often used over the Arabic loanword tahrik or the Turkish word 
kışkırtma (Kahya 2008: 322). Because, in addition to the existing Arabic 
and Persian loanwords, many French loanwords have entered the last 
decades in Turkish, thus there are more of these kinds of examples. 
 
Because of the rapid increase of French loanwords they now 
outnumber all others with the exception of Arabic. The growth of 
French loanwords can be also seen also in the Türk Dil Kurumu 
Sözlüğü (Dictionary of the Turkish Language Association). The number 
of French loanwords in the 1955 edition was 2,482. In the 2005 edition 
it increased to 4,645 (Savaş 2010: 55). This explains the oddity that in 
Turkish there are three options for some words. Clinging to a particular  
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word, without knowing its meaning, and not wanting to change it, 
purely for the fact that it is used for example in an idiom or a song, 
prevents the user to come to the deep understanding of the word. As a 
result, there can be no conscious use of the word and the value 
remains superficial. 
 
 

Enrichment 
 

Proponents see loanwords as an enrichment for languages and 
therefore also for Turkish. They believe it is foolish to go against this 
very positive phenomenon and intervene only because these words are 
not original Turkish. They also believe such intervention is unwise and 
unnecessary. They wonder how one can regard enrichment as 
negative. 
 

Purists see something else in the meaning of the word enrichment. For 
them, enrichment does not mean taking words from other languages. If 
this is the way to enrich a language, then one should take as much as 
possible loanwords; not only from Arabic, Persian and French, but also 
from other languages around the world. Thereby, it cannot be 
understood as true enrichment. Thus the definition must be 
formulated all over again.  
 

For purists there can only be enrichment of the language if new words 
are created from Turkish words. Variety and versatility are the 
ingredients for enrichment. Here there are examples of loanwords of 
which most people think they do not have any Turkish equivalent. One 
of them is the loanword hafif (light), which comes from Arabic. This  
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word has the next variants in Turkish: 
 

yeğni (Türk Dil Kurumu 1998: 2424), yẹnı ̇̄k (Kaşgarlı 2005: 684), yenlik 
(Emiroğlu 1989: 232), yeftin, yegli, yegnik, yeğil, yeğinik, yeynik, yiğni, 
yüngül, yénik (Clauson 1972: 950)  
  
Another one is the word balkon (balcony), which is a French loanword:  
 
arka, artırma, artuma, aşıra, bakacak, çelki, çıçartma, çıkartma, dizme, 
günlük, ilerkaç, kaklık, kaş, sayatüstü, seki, serbenek, serem, seren, sergi, 
soğukluk, sundurma, tarma, üfürük, yağlaman, yatak, yazla, yellik 
(Derleme Sözlüğü 1993: 4237), ayazlık, çıkma, gezinti (Türk Dil Kurumu 
1998: 758)  
 
Remember, these are the words which are used only in Turkey. The 
equivalent for these words in other Turkish languages are not even 
mentioned. 
 
Loanword assimilation can create grammatical situations which are 
foreign to Turkish. A word like puzzle (puzzle) contrasts with the 
system of the Turkish language for three reasons. Firstly, the u and the 
e in this word create no vowel harmony. Secondly, the use of multiple 
consonants is directly after each other. Finally, given its pronunciation 
the declension must be a back vowel. Now it is a front vowel and that is 
not in line with the vowel harmony. This kind of forms are strange, 
because the way they are made up are against the rules of creating 
Turkish nouns or verbs.  
 

Such pronunciation is absolutely contrary to how Turkish verbs are  
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conjugated and nouns declined and can also be seen in other 
loanwords like saat (clock, hour), kontrol (control), sehayat (journey), 
hal (condition), and alkol (alcohol). According to the rules of vowel 
harmony, these words need an ending with back vowels, but in reality 
this does not happen and these words acquire an ending with a front 
vowel. 
 
 

Exact meaning 
 

A further argument by proponents of loanwords in Turkish is that 
newly created words do not fully replace the exact meaning of 
loanwords, as purists claim. Proponents maintain that these words do 
not sustain any emotion and any value. According to proponents, 
purists want to eliminate loanwords from Turkish because these words 
are not originally Turkish. 
 

With its innumerable suffixes the Turkish language makes it possible 
to improvise new words and give them new meanings. The same is 
done with many new words in languages like French and English. They 
have used the stem of old Latin and Greek words to create words 
which are used and accepted including: 
 

tele —> te le phone 
photo —> p h o to copy 
 

Or they use a Latin prefix and give a new meaning to the word, like:  
 

to start —> to r e start  
mediate —> in te r mediate 
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Loanwords cannot have any meaning if their exact meaning is 
unknown. It is like the difference between knowing something and 
being conscious of it. Most old loanwords are from Arabic and Persian. 
French loanwords do not have a long past in Turkish (Ersoy 2006: 205-
219). Arabic and Persian loanwords replaced Turkish words15 and 
attained a place within the language.  
 

Logically, if loanwords can replace Turkish words then the opposite is 
also possible. Thus besides the so-called improvising of new words, 
there is also a form of a correction. Below there are some loanwords 
which are compared with their Turkish equivalents.  
 

When a Turkish word is substituted, native speakers usually think it is 
an improvised word, but sometimes it is a word that was set aside for a 
long time. For instance the word aşk (love) is a loanword which 
replaced a Turkish word sevi at some point in the distant past 
(Clauson, 1972: 787).   
 

The same is done with the word siyah (black), which is an Arabic 
loanword for kara. The word kara existed for many centuries in 
Turkish and is also a common word within the world of Turkish 
speakers. Kara can be seen in old and new Turkish, in literature, 
mythology, and in personal and place names. This cannot be said of 
siyah. It has no stem and no profound meaning in Turkish.  
 

Aktivite (activity) is a French loanword replacing the Turkish 
equivalent etkinlik. This is a quite new word and was created with the 
stem et-, which has existed for a very long time in Turkish.  
 

These kinds of loanwords are very new in Turkish. Because these  
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loanwords have entered the language recently, the statement about 
replacing is unjustified. On the other hand, the made-up word is very 
typical for Turkish and this is in fact the way new words are created. 
While nothing like in aktivite can be recognized by a Turkish speaker, 
etkinlik easily can, even as a new word. There are dozens of examples 
like these.  
 
The striking thing about some loanwords is the way they are used, like 
by Turkish speakers. Arabic and Persian loanwords, for example, are 
two languages which do not belong to the same language family. Even 
if there is nothing logical, still there are words in Turkish which are 
made up by words of these languages. The way they were made and 
used in Turkish created strange forms. For example: 
 

The loanword beddua (curse) is made up by bed (Persian), which 
means ‘bad’, and dua (Arabic), meaning ‘pray’. Turkish synonyms 
include: ilenme, ilenç, kargaw, kargış, karğağ, karğav, karğış, karış, 
karkış, karnıkada, karnıkara, karvuş, qargış. As can be seen, most of 
these are constructed using the stem kar- or ilen-. 
 

Another example is hastane (hospital) which is formed from two 
words: hasta (Arabic), meaning ‘ill’, and hane (Persian), meaning 
‘house’. This is an unusual construction from two unrelated languages. 
The Turkish synonym can be easily constructed by putting together the 
words ‘sick’ and ‘house’. Synonyms for ‘sick’ include: sağır, samarıklı, 
sayır, sayrı, sayru, sergin, seyru, sökel, şaşkın, şayru. The Turkish word 
for ‘house’, which is still in use, is ev. Thus there are enough choices to 
create a Turkish word for ‘hospital’ which can be understood and 
recognized.  
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There is another important fact about loanwords. The proponents of 
using loanwords often do not know what the correct meaning is of the 
loanword in the original language. This is not surprising because in 
general they do not speak these languages. That is why they do not 
know that loanwords have not always had the same meaning as used 
in Turkish.  
 

For instance, the Arabic word kafa means nape in Arabic, but in 
Turkish it is an equivalent for baş (head) (İşler 1977: 76). The same is 
true for the word gül which is ‘flower’ in Persian and ‘rose’ in Turkish. 
 
In Turkish some words are also incorrectly used. For instance the 
Arabic word acayip (wonders) has a connotation in Turkish and is also 
used as a synonym for ‘strange’ or ‘weird’ (Korkmaz 2007: 108). Another 
example is the use of the Arabic plural. Some words are already plural 
but without knowing this, the word is made plural again in Turkish.  
 

The result is that new a double plural form is created, like the word 
tatbikat (mock battle) (Korkmaz 2007: 126). There are more examples 
of this type of incorrect usage because of a lack of knowledge about the 
language from which the word is borrowed.  
 
The last example is the use of verbs from Arabic. Most of these words 
themselves are verbs, but in Turkish etmek (do, make) is often placed 
behind the loanword to form a verb, so a double verb like teklif etmek 
(to offer) or muayane etmek (to examine) is created.  
 

The same form is nowadays created and used especially by third 
generation Turks living in Western Europe. For instance, in the  
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Netherlands it is very common to hear verbs like afspreken yapmak (to 
make an appointment) and aanmelden yapmak (to sign up). The words 
afspreken and aanmelden are already Dutch verbs. By putting yapmak 
(do, make) after the loanword a double verb is created, resulting in a 
new and strange verb form. 
 
Before making any claims about loanwords one must have more 
knowledge about the language from which the loanwords are taken. 
Experience has shown that proponents typically fall short here. In 
general they approach this often emotionally and follow the 
mainstream. 
 
 

Engage 
 

Yet, another statement made by proponents of using loanwords in 
Turkish is that other languages do not engage in purification. They 
indicate mainly on English. If others like in English, according to them, 
do not purify their languages, Turkish should not do it either. Turkish 
will remain static and will not move forward into modernity.  
 

This oft-recurring statement by proponents must be clarified by the 
purists. First, the statement that other languages do not purify their 
languages is false. There are movements even in Europe to eliminate 
English loanwords (Brian 1989: 60-62). Secondly, there is no clarity 
when talking about other languages. The differences between 
languages of the same language family are less than languages of other 
language families. That is why it is much easier for a language to 
borrow words from another language of the same language family.  
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For example, English has acquired dozens of original French words. 
French has in its turn many words from Latin, Greek and German 
origin. In practice, borrowing words for English from French does not 
create difficulty. English has the necessary basis for assimilating French 
words. It does not have a system which works with stem like in 
Turkish. It also does not have a vowel harmony system. Because of this, 
admitting words for English from any other language does not create 
that much difficulty. They are just new words, like many others in the 
language and will be learned. They do not affect the system as a whole 
the way loanwords do in Turkish.  
 
In summary, purifying loanwords from Turkish is not dependent on 
other languages. Anything that is being or will be done, must only be 
done in favor of Turkish. Also, this has nothing to do with development 
or modernity.  
 
 

Existing words 
 

In conjunction with the point above, proponents of using loanwords in 
Turkish also oppose replacing existing words with original Turkish 
ones. They believe there is no need for this. By so doing unnecessary 
effort is made for words which are already well known. Thus people 
must learn words for things they already have words for. This makes 
things needlessly difficult. In fact, this way of purifying a vocabulary is 
not natural and can be called a decree by the purists. It creates a 
generational gap between speakers. 
 

When we are dealing with loanwords and original Turkish words, it is  
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important to understand that original Turkish words make up part of 
the Turkish language system. Loanwords create a problem for this 
system. This is why there is a need for Turkish words instead of 
loanwords according to purists. 
 
Many Turkish words have needlessly been replaced at different periods 
in the past. These were words which replaced existing Turkish words 
and had to be learned. That cannot be said of all words, but some 
words are so simple for Turks because they have existed for many 
centuries. Adopting loanwords for these words was absolutely 
unnecessary.  
 

Examples include sene (year), lazım (necessary), hayır (no), beygir 
(horse), and kaos (chaos). Even though words for these were already in 
Turkish, they were replaced by loanwords from other languages. These 
are the loanwords which must be learned because they are strange and 
completely foreign to the Turkish language system. 
 
Throughout different periods Turks took loanwords from different 
languages which dominated certain fields. Arabic loanwords entered 
due to domination and Islamization of Turks, Persian loanwords were 
taken largely from poetry, Italian loanwords in the field of maritime 
activity, English loanwords, especially American English words, 
because of developments in the fields of technology, military, politics 
and of course, Hollywood. 
 

Nowadays, as in other languages, loanwords in Turkish have increased 
with the growth of mass media. This increase of loanwords through 
mass media is one of the reasons that a gap has grown between  
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generations and not due to the replacement of loanwords by Turkish 
ones. Urbanization is also responsible for the increase of loanwords. 
There is an enormous gap between generations that moved from 
villages to cities. City life changes people’s lives, their way of speaking 
and their vocabulary. Many villagers who left their homes around the 
ages of twenty or thirty had to learn simple concepts, like the names of 
days and months. Before villagers used other names for these.  
 

Children of city dwellers receive an education which gives them far 
more opportunities than before. For instance, these children get to 
know things that their parents did not know. They have access to a lot 
of information through different means like internet. They also get in 
contact with people who have different backgrounds.  
 
Replacing loanwords do not create a gap between generations. The 
gaps which are created are the result of loanwords themselves. Most 
people of the new generation who do not want to exchange loanwords 
for Turkish ones, are not aware of this fact.  
 

It is also not true that replacing loanwords with Turkish ones 
constitutes interference by purists in the natural development of the 
language. TV programs, news broadcasts, movies, soaps, prominent 
people like politicians and celebrities, newspapers and especially the 
education system controls the way Turkish is developing.  
 

Words like star (star), ful (full), stor (store), flaş (flash), terapi (therapy), 
tişört (T-shirt), emosyonel (emotional), and konfirme (confirm) are not 
words that have been used for generations. These words were not even 
known to those now older than thirty or perhaps forty years old. 
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There is a way to prevent the causes which create problems for the 
speakers. The natural way is to let people create their own words for 
loanwords. Another way is how the Türk Dil Kurumu (TDK) has 
Turkified loanwords before they became accepted in Turkish.  
 

The problem here is that loanwords have to be Turkified on time, 
otherwise it become hard to changes the loanwords. Examples for 
words whore are successfully Turkified and today being used are 
bilgisayar (computer), belgegeçer (fax), and yazıcı (printer).  
 

It is also very important to know that those who control mass media 
will have a great influence on Turkish for it can have a great influence 
by using such words a lot which is a kind of propaganda. This applies 
to both Turkish words and loanwords. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 

It seems that the disagreement between proponents of using 
loanwords in Turkish and purists will continue because language is 
used by everyone and therefore almost everyone has an opinion about 
it. It is not so that developments in one language must be followed by 
speakers of another. Every language has its own development.  
 

In line with this, the fact that there are different language families 
means that every language is in some way different. Turkish cannot be 
changed according to changes or developments within other languages 
which belong to other language families. Each language must be 
handled differently, especially concerning loanwords. 
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Words are very essential for a language, because they are the building 
blocks of a language. They are very important in the sense that they 
have a value and have a binding for the users of it. They also have a 
story and only can have a story when they have a past. The existence of 
loanwords in the Turkish language is too short to have any emotional 
worth. Frequently they are used because others started using it.  
 
While some loanwords do have a history, it is obviously much shorter 
than those of Turkish words. As a result, these loanwords can be felt; 
they have some perceptible worth. The other side of the coin is that, as 
we have seen, Turkish is not restricted to those who live in Turkey. 
Changes in words in Turkish create a new way for the rest of its 
journey. Any change in Turkish, spoken in Turkey, can create 
confusion for other Turkish speakers in other countries and areas.  
 

Even if we only consider Oğuz Turkish, any change can have important 
consequences for its speakers. In other words, this can lead to 
miscommunication between Turkish speakers of the same branch of 
the Turkic languages because the word no longer has a common stem. 
The new word is strange and it has no stem in Turkish. It therefore also 
has no connection with the past or with other Turkic languages and 
replaces an already existing word or is something completely new. This 
is the way purists approach different subjects; regarding the best way 
of letting the language function according to its system. 
 
Obviously it is a fact that language is a living thing and naturally that it 
is moving on. But that does not mean that the language changes itself. 
It changes by the hands of society. The way a language alters largely  
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depends on the policy in the country, its education, the media and of 
course the users of the language themselves. Because of its system of 
stems it is easy for a language as Turkish to maintain continuity. While 
the language undergoes a lot of changes, the changes of the stems of 
words are limited.  
 

In Turkish certainly many new words can be created with the stem, as 
it is done in languages such as French and English in a similar way. 
Indeed, in Turkish it is the stem of the word of the language in which 
the user gives an indication of the meaning. 
 
Since the Tanzimat period there have been many developments in the 
language, including the purification of the loanwords. Many loanwords 
are replaced by words of Turkish origin. Today there are still 
discussions between the proponents and the purists about this subject, 
although to a lesser extent. 
 

A fact is that the language no longer is as it was a century ago. In a 
lifetime speakers of Turkish developments can have enough examples 
of words that were different than when they were younger. The 
number of these words will be more for those who not only moved 
from the village to the city, but also for those who have moved from 
one city to another city. Even now there can be seen changes in words.  
 

On one hand words of Turkish origin are used, but especially 
loanwords from English enter more and more in Turkish. This has 
mainly to do with emulation, the influence of the media and people's 
behavior. 
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Turkish is a language with strict rules and few exceptions. And because 
of the way it is composed, it is often a language that must be 
understood, rather than just to be learned. But because of the many 
exceptions, which are usually caused by the loanwords, Turkish is 
losing this characteristic of it. Loanwords have no connection with the 
original Turkish words. This makes these words having to be learned, 
without having any overlap with existing words.  
 

An additional factor is that because of changes such as loanwords, the 
degree of intelligibility is less and less between the Turkic languages. 
As a result, these languages do not grow towards each other, but rather 
grow apart. 
 
The question is whether any change in the language is a result of need. 
This must not be interpreted on the change of the meaning of a word 
in the language, which is possible in itself. A word which always was 
very normal, can have a negative meaning in time. But we do not 
indicate this.  
 

However, the changing of a language, such as the adoption of 
loanwords, for any reason whatsoever, is not absolutely necessary. 
Replacing the existing words or also using the loanwords besides these, 
damages a language like Turkish. That does not necessarily have to be 
so for another language, but it does apply to Turkish.  
 

Until now, many loanwords have been introduced, while there were all 
Turkish words for these already. We have also seen that Turkish is also 
suitable for creating new words. There are many examples.  
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Language Scientists can therefore have many reasons to purify the 
language, especially when it comes to Turkish. It is important that 
everyone adhere to the principle that discussion about language 
cannot be disparaged.  
 

Every change within a language will affect the speakers of it. Those 
who have dedicated themselves to this subject have a great 
responsibility to make changes in a language. This applies both to 
those who want to purify the language, and those who want to go 
against the purifying endeavor. After all, words are not just words. They 
have a certain value for the speakers in question. Replacing a word 
with a past, replaces more than the word itself. 
 
E. Tonyukuk Ersoy is a turkologist and a PhD student at Tilburg 
University, the Netherlands. He is affiliated with the Turkish Language 
Department of the Turkology Faculty and is also a Turkish teacher. 
tonyukukersoy@hotmail.com.üler    
 
 
 

Endnotes 
 
1. The markings indicates Turkish suffixes. 
2. Ibid. 
3. This means many conjugations can be made with this stem. 
4. A word which is used very rarely. 
5. This suffix has multiple functions. The function here is to create a 

profession. It is also used for those who are  associated with a 
particular deed. 
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6. Zemher is an Arabic loanword which is a noun and means ‘the dead of 
winter’. The Turkish word is kara kış. The –de behind zemher is a 
locative. 

7. Gafil is an Arabic loanword which is a noun and means ‘inattentive’. 
The Turkish word is aymaz. 

8. In this sentence only –ederken in ‘arzederken’ (verb), -in in sirkatin 
(first part of the genitive contruction) and söyler (verb) are Turkish. 
All the other words and suffixes are not Turkish. The meaning is 
‘While the male gypsy is telling his valor, he tells his theft’. 

9. The Arabic loaword ümera which is a noun, is a plural form for the 
word ‘gent’. 

10. www.turkuler.com/sozler/turku_bin_cefalar_etsen_almam_ustume.ht
ml 

11. Besides the word Allah, also the noun ayan is a loanword. Ayan, 
which is a noun of Arabic origin means ‘apparent’. The sentence can 
be translated as ‘If it is a shadow for the servant, it is known for God’. 

12. This is a Persian loanword and means ‘moan’ or ‘groan’. 
13. The noun şayan is a Persian loanword and means ‘worthy’. 
14. The noun rüsva is a Persian loanword and means outrageous. 
15. Most loanwords from Arabic or Persian also exist in Turkish, except 

words which are new such as those in connection to religion. 
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